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I
We may not be entirely conscious of it, but over the last 20 years 
– i.e., between the last decade of the previous century and the 
first decade of this one – there have been decisive 
transformations in the way we understand the environment for 
our lives, relationships and production. 
Radical transformations in the spaces we coinhabit in terms of 
scale, dimensions and conceptual approach; as well as 
transformations in our approach to space and in the models for 
representation and processing used in that approach.
Today, we are aware of a spectacular scalar leap (both 
fascinating and conflictive at the same time) associated with the 
construction – and interpretation – of a reality that has suddenly 
become multiple on all levels.
A reality characterized by mobility, interconnection, 
communication and information processing, and which implies
an accelerated capability for exchange between cities, 
territories, cultures and habitats; but also networked 
environments (both, real and virtual). 
These processes refer back to the increasingly complex, diverse, 
dynamic and ultimately multiple (by multiplied) condition of the 
framework for our cohabitation.
A condition that we could qualify as more “informal” precisely 
because is it more “informational”. 
Because it is more sensitive to the capacity for interaction 
among conditions, information and events. 
And to how they can be manifested in less “codified” relational 
environments. These changing dynamics, in turn, also demand a 
change in perspective.

PROLOGUE
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trade-based (transmitting knowledge and formulas for action) to 
training that is understood as research (generating knowledge 
and operative formulations).

All of this ultimately refers back to a new kind of thought and new 
conceptual structures that are summarized as a change in logic, 
which is still in the exploratory phase.
A new logic called on to replace the classic delineating 
composition and the modern objectual position with a new type 
of contemporary informational (interactive) disposition.
A dispositional ordering that involves spatial configurations, but 
also relational attitudes (and aptitudes).Most probably, the 
inquiries, explorations and examinations into this logic, which is 
implicit in the very understanding of our time, but also in the 
resounding and synergistic (synaesthetic) responses associated 
with it, have occupied a large part of the most engaged research 
from the end of the previous century.
A logic that some have called advanced, reactive, transversal, 
dynamic, digital and which, in short, we could refer to as 
informational because of its open commitment to a more 
complete and interactive vision of this now obvious exchange 
among situations, conditions and information.
A logic called upon to resonate with the parameters of
Complexity (simultaneity), dynamicity (evolutivity), diversity 
(plurality), transversality (connectivity), mixi(ci)ty (multiplicity), 
interactivity (interchange) and reactivity (responsivity or 
adaptability); but also with parameters of heterogeneity, 
combination, impurity, crossbreeding and paradox that define 
our time.
 
The approach – initiated, intuited, suggested, expressed or 
explored – to that spatial and architectural “change in logic” has 
constituted one of the most important intellectual adventures in 
recent history.
Recognizing it is one of the motivations behind this book.

From an unambiguous, analytical, segmented and partitioned 
perspective, accustomed to dividing up, classifying or 
categorizing the world into closed-off categories, we have moved 
(we are moving) toward a synthesizing perspective, called upon 
to merge and combine various stimuli, messages, requests and 
information, while processing and orienting them at the 
same time.
This also implies decisive changes in established social, creative 
and scientific disciplines – especially the ones involved in 
interpreting and constructing space (and particularly in 
architecture as a cultural, spatial and technical discipline). 
These changes call for new investigative and exploratory tools 
that will be capable of expressing this shift from a more linear 
conception of form – more singular and static – to a more 
heterogeneous one – more dynamic and complex – 
corresponding to our times. 
A new type of conception designed to demonstrate this shift 
from the stable to the dynamic, from an additive logic to a 
combinatory one, from singularity to heterogeneity. From pure 
to impure. 
From compositional to decidedly interactive. 
A new type of conception intended to work with complexity in 
order to articulate and celebrate it, rather than simplifying or 
clarifying it.

Beyond architecture understood as a discipline intended to 
outline, plan and design stable forms in space, today we are 
moving toward architecture that is understood as 
transdisciplinary – or as a discipline between and through 
disciplines that is called upon to synthesize, formulate and 
express processes and relationships (which are dynamic, or 
virtually dynamic, reactive and adaptative)) within space.
This shift implies substituting a certain ideal of architectural 
space as an “object” (i.e., as a formal, figurative, episodic, 
compositional event), conceiving of it as an “environment” (i.e., 
as a systematic process that relates, configures, and prepares). 
And, as such, the transition from training that is approached as 
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II
In that sense, if we divide If we divide in decades the evolution of 
that new advanced logic produced during the last twenty / thirty 
years, we could point out that the first segments of the 1990s 
were characterized by the intellectual assimilation of a 
procedural but also  “urban-territorial” scalar leap (social, 
economic, spatial and cultural) on a global level, amplified by 
mobility and communication, and produced beyond the 
landscapes – and wildernesses – characteristic of the old 
dichotomies between “center” and “periphery”.
Territorial mutations, migratory flows, immaterial processes, 
infrastructural connections and systems of spatiotemporal 
interaction would constitute some of the most fundamental 
drivers of change which would coincide with the first 
manifestations of the digital revolution and its increasing 
universal (and personal) capacity to process, manage, visualize 
and synthesize information.
Attempting to recognize and map these new types of conditions, 
which are characteristic of a more multi-faceted and 
undisciplined environment, generated beyond the traditional 
accounts of a “return to history” in the 1970s and a “return to 
technique” in the 1980s, would underlie many of the concerns of 
the period.
Networks, landscapes, places and non-places, changes in scale 
and field logics, infrastructures for transportation but also for 
consumption, leisure and mixed uses (“dwelling-work-
recreation”) along with new relational spaces, etc. would be 
established as a new type of mental tool and a new, more open 
prospective culture that would find its expression in the 
emerging voices of the moment.

The second half of the 1990s, while dedicating attention to 
recording this new informational scenario in transformation, was 
characterized more by an interest in assimilating the progressive 
multi-layered and transversal recording of our environments and 
in constructing possible propositional responses that would be 

sensitive to the new emergent phenomena and capable of 
translating this shift in urban, territorial cultural and instrumental 
paradigms (Windows, CADS, GIS, SCANS, etc., as firts digital 
programs)  into new design approaches.  
Experiences that, in turn, could be interpreted as individual 
unique attempts – generated, above all, by some of the most 
enterprising new professional teams of the moment – in an effort 
to express the “symptoms” of this new logic in progress and to 
condense them into new, less taxonomically predictable or 
predetermined spatial responses.
Many of the architectural explorations connected with that 
propositional ambition, associated with a more dynamic and 
complex, less linear conception of form would attempt to 
propose new types of spatial configurations with more open, 
more multi-faceted and irregular geometries, to sum it up – more 
topological proposals, tied in with the dynamism of an 
environment in transformation and its most explicit 
manifestations; especially in the city and its “anti-typological” – 
because multiplied and polyhedral - in the form of growths and 
twinning(s), meshes and networks, topographies and reliefs, etc.; 
Or with a new type of morphologies arising from the exploration 
of new patterns and software programs (Maya, CATIA, 
PHOTOSHOP, etc.) associated with elastic, changeable and 
adaptable geometries.
This feverish moment of trial and inquiry, of echoes and transfers, 
translations and passages, has been the central axis during a 
large part of the turn of the century as a pioneering response 
(more regulatory than generative) to the paradigm shift            
taking place.
Its critical analysis, concerns and itineraries, experiences and 
expressions, were going to impel multiple renovating experiences 
(moved between the morpho-genetic research and the 
operational strategy) and  have motivated the work that is 
presented here, born with the intention of building a relational 
discourse, based on a possible shared body of argument, a 
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relational discourse with the possibility of offering a reading of 
the changes in architectural and urban thought generated at the 
turn of the 21st century and especially during the final decade       
of the 20th. A historical interpretation with hardly any                
historical perspective.

On more than one occasion, this more or less conscious, more 
or less spontaneous desire for inquiry that would characterize a 
new “framework for action” generated more as a virtual network 
of complicities and explorations than as an authentic binding or 
common dogmatic structure. 
A framework that would demonstrate the possibility of generating 
a new and possible “collective adventure” beyond a mere 
collectionism associated with the cult of personality or 
brand images.
A large part of the turn of the century and the beginning of the 
current one has been characterized by the emergence of an 
awareness of this new propositional initiative and an attempt to 
articulate it, track it and materialize it through a possible, more or 
less shared, narrative: a “common plot” “more “immanent than 
decidedly imponent”.
The importance of the new spaces of diffusion and stimulation, 
crossing and meeting – more committed to the disciplinary 
renewal –,  would be fundamental to proposing (in an interwoven 
way) a certain shared interpretation of the post-postmodern 
project.
This territory of exploration and research, of trials and distant, 
interconnected experiences – which are both familiar and distant 
at the same time... – would define a framework for a network of 
concerns (and explorations), based on far-off exchanges, 
intersecting stimuli, shared reading, mutual interests, feeding 
and feedback, which are more or less conscious and/or 
convergent.
It is obvious that this new desire for exploration would be 
coupled with a new desire to observe, to converse ... to listen 
and to transmit ... to generate new references, in any case: i.e., to 
create new imagery and new “mental maps” that would be 

capable of connecting (and interconnecting) with a new world of 
ideas and concepts that was both identitarian and cosmopolitan 
at the same time.
On the other hand, this intellectual and cultural effervescence 
(which is also prospective and propositional), present in many 
fields of knowledge (economy, art, science, technology) would 
require a new theoretical construction – something that is not 
always available in the realm of architecture (less so in official 
and officiating architecture). As such, it would have to be 
addressed and approached by those professionals who would 
be “committed to action”. 
Professionals who would end up writing, reflecting and debating 
about what they had yet to see reflected in “theory” or in the 
(glossist, erudite, or simply historiographical) descriptive 
chronicles in circulation.
In this sense, we could talk about a certain “para-theory” 
developed by “para-theoreticians” who, aside from “producing” 
and “designing” – doing – would also talk, write and debate – 
think – about urban, spatial, formal and even moral issues ... 
concerning architectural attitudes and ethics ...
This explains the boom in forms of expression, transmission and 
dissemination that were so important at the turn of the century, 
especially in Europe.

We could say that in the 1990s, while they were building in 
Holland, in France they were debating and in Spain they were 
proposing, envisioning and disseminating.  
Publications like Quaderns, Fisuras or Circo in Spain, Arch+ in 
Germany, Archis in Holland, etc.; platforms like Actar Ediciones 
(Barcelona); meet-ups and forums such as Europan or Archilab 
in France; centers like the Berlage Institut in Rotterdam, 
Columbia in New York and MIT in Boston, studios like the ones 
at the AA or Bartlett in London, would be fundamental in this 
scenario of fledgling propositional appearances. 
In this context, the importance of collective actions like the work 
by Metapolis in Barcelona (meetings, publications, spaces for 
debate and teacher training) would express, perhaps like nothing 
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else, this desire to communicate and celebrate a new ideology, 
made explicit in the Metapolis Dictionary of Advance 
Architecture and at the IAAC (Institute for Advanced Architecture 
of Catalonia) launched at the beginning of the XXI Century. In 
this sense, the end of the first decade of the 21st century was 
characterized by the appearance of new technological advances 
and of new conceptual contributions; new sensibilities that have 
grown according to a formation that is open to reflecting on 
complexity and the importance of the interactivity that we have 
described here. 

A new generation of concerns and proposals called on to set off 
this fundamental digital revolution – associated with the 
assumption of an informational interaction as an undeniable part 
of a new space-time-information that is less lineal in its behavior 
– approaching it from parameters not just of synergy with the 
context, the landscape, the place or the city (or among 
structures, types and programs) but from a positive exchange 
with the medium, with society, with the use and the user; 
between the city and the citizen; between the polis ... and, why 
not? ... politics, understood as the horizon for collective action.
Sensorization and parameterization, data optimization, design of 
intelligent interfaces and design of responsive devices: today, 
the ascalar transfer devices that were characteristic of much of 
the research in the mid-1990s are no longer so necessary; 
rather, there is a more empathic, more “natural” and spontaneous 
approach to the environment, , called on to combine “sense 
and sensibility”.
Indeed, the main idea, then, is this desire to enter into resonance 
with the conditions of the reality of the time and simultaneously 
qualify them, from a critical standpoint.
Specifying methodologies, investigating processes, generating 
and simulating scenarios and, above all, producing “better” 
operations in a re-informed reality; these are the new challenges 
for this ongoing investigation.
An investigation that alludes to this double desire to produce and 
to connect ... to this desire for inquiry, exploration, restless 

curiosity and daring production, which is implicit in the double 
meaning of the word “investigation”.
From its connection to the words research, recerca, ricerca, 
recherche, , i.e., from the Latin recercare, searching and 
searching again ... as well as the associations with investigation, 
investigación, investigation, i.e., investing, positioning, risk-taking, 
but also turning things over ... disrupting in order to create.

Re-searching and investing ... this double meaning – both 
analytical and creative, codifying and decoding, restless and 
enterprising – underlies the collective adventure that we are 
engaged in today. 
In this individual and collective desire to explore, to investigate 
and delve into the current conditions of our own environment, the 
new scenarios and areas for exchange – and the organization 
systems associated with them – we can observe a clear desire 
for an implication in the culture of our time, reclaiming the active 
role of architecture in understanding, interpreting and designing 
contemporary space ...

Reclaiming, in fact, the role of architecture as an endeavor that is 
cultural, intellectual, creative, technological, scientific, social and 
political at the same time: a collective adventure (and not a mere 
record of individual brands or personalities) with the ability to 
connect ethics and aesthetics with a time period... an activity 
and an approach ... a professional activity and an intellectual 
attitude.
With the capacity to continue defining our environment 
qualitatively, in order to create a better habitat, i.e., a type of 
habitable space that is in consonance with the ambitious 
preoccupations – rather than the contingent inertias – 
of society itself.
Not according to its tastes, but in keeping with its ambitions (i.e., 
with the capacity to encourage intellectual curiosity, social 
interaction, a creative stance, and cultural projection) based on 
new types of spaces (planned or built) that are more imaginative, 
more empathetic, more open and, ultimately, more stimulating.
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Aerial deployment maneuvers, 1944. (archive).

OBJECTIVES
Outlook, Reading, Interpretation

1 SURVEYS: Initial Declarations, Ultimate Intentions:
 An Explorative Advance
2 KEYS: Another Outlook, Another Interpretation.
 (Reading Layers, Onion Layers: Explorations vs. Chronicles).

 Part 1  
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On December 17, 1903, more than a century ago, the Wright 
brothers’ plane took flight for the first time over the beaches 
of Kitty Hawk. At nearly the same time, “The Great Train 
Robbery” by Edwin S. Porter was being screened, the first film 
that explicitly revealed the depth of the frame and 
subjective editing.
Three years earlier, in 1900, Sigmund Freud had published 
“The Interpretation of Dreams”, opening the century with a 
new perception – and conception – of the psyche and 
the world. 
Only two short years later, in 1905, Albert Einstein published 
his fundamental article on the Special Theory of Relativity, 
confirming the break with the former separate notions of 
space and time, and their definitive link within a new space-
time characterized by relative positions – and positioning.
One year later, in 1906, Henry Ford was getting the Model T 
ready, fostering not only mass mobility but assembly-line 
production, materializing Taylor’s efficiency techniques and 
William James’s pragmatic theories.
And in 1907, finally, Pablo Picasso finished “Les Demoiselles 
d’Avignon”, the painting that would identify “cubism”, i.e., the 
analytical division of the object and its fragmentation into 
multiple contrasting facets.
In barely five years, then, there was a coincidence of decisive 
contributions destined to transform scientific, technical and 
intellectual understanding from the previous century. 
Although some attentive observers would intuit the individual 
or combined importance of those contributions, the 
development of those advances would consolidate a new type 
of operative logic applied to the definition and construction 
of space. 
A new logic that would confirm that the classic “symbolic” 
logic had been overcome and substituted by a new type of 
logic, a more material – more objective and objectual logic, 
qualified as “modern”. 
A more rational (but no less deterministic) logic arising from a 
new fragmented and planimetric, mechanical and sequential 

vision of space, referring to the exact definition of both the 
object and its relative position (or positions) – on and above 
the ground plane – i.e., a “mechanics” that is largely abstract 
(essential) in its form and serial (industrial) in its production, 
associated with a certain, preferably pragmatic – if not severe 
or “stripped down” – interpretation of reality itself. 
The “post-modernity” associated with turn-of-the-century 
revisionism was later aimed at tinting or covering up the 
“dryness” of that conceptual logic, and its functional and 
productive effectiveness, with a certain “regression”, a 
possible neo-traditional language or calligraphy.

In the mid 20th century, new and decisive advances occurred 
simultaneously in different areas of knowledge.
On the one hand, the “monofocal” projected image of 
cinema’s big screen was expanded by the introduction of 
television’s small screen into homes, in the mid-sixties, and 
the transmission of multiple, multifocal images in a space 
where real and virtual scenarios – and messages – could 
overlap and coexist – which would be aptly reflected by 
Marshall McLuhan in Understanding Media (1964) or Guy 
Debord in Société de l´espectacle (1964).
In the mid nineteen seventies, IBM also perfected their 
computing systems using technologies based on windows 
and their definition through overlapping layers of information. 
Shorty thereafter, in 1969, the Internet was born – the first 
network – based on interfaces connecting research centers at 
UCLA, the SRI, UC Santa Barbara and the University 
of Utah.
In 1961, Murray Gell-Mann’s study of elemental particles (the 
well-known history of quarks) and the computational 
development of quantum physics and its paradoxes closely 
preceded the publication, in 1963, of Edward Lorenz’s text on 
non-periodic flows, with its decisive influence on chaos 
theory (the famous “determined indeterminism”) as well as on 
James Forrester’s 1969 definition of “dynamic systems” (D.S.) 
and their application to the changeable understanding of 
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nature, put forward by Benoît Mandelbrot in his studies of 
irregular geometries in the well-known text Fractals: Form, 
Chance and Dimension. The discovery of the double helix of 
DNA and then the genetic code in 1961 gave way to the 
human “Genome Project” and studies on biological 
information and its connection to the processes involved in 
genetic evolution. 
The nineteen sixties fluctuated between Lacan’s writings and 
his theories on the ego and desire, Foucault’s structures and 
Derrida’s deconstruction or the Situationists maps and 
Deleuze’s subsequent conceptual folds – i.e., between 
developmental optimism, imaginative indiscipline and the 
resilient option that seemed to be suggested by the moon 
landing in 1969 or the crises post May ’68 and the birth of 
environmental consciousness at the beginning of the 
following decade. 
Although some attentive observers sensed, even then, the 
individual or global importance of those contributions, it was 
the parallel evolution of processes, which emerged and 
evolved in conjunction with those advances, that began to 
consolidate what is, today, a new type of operative logic 
related to the definition and construction of physical space 
and, therefore, to architecture. 
A kind of logic that would, indeed, confirm our having 
overcome a predominately objectual (modern) logic and its 
orientation, in a move toward a new more open type of logic – 
i.e., a more “dynamic” and “complex”, more “interactive” and 
“reactive” or simply more “advanced” logic – resulting from 
the dynamic meeting of space, time and information. 
An informational logic that is more sensitive to complexity, 
more permeable and impure – more relational – derived from 
a new simultaneous, “multiple” and “multi-layered” vision, 
based on diverse stimuli in a mutual interaction and which is 
therefore open to the development of possible “irregular” 
processes of change and exchange; i.e., a new kind of 
evolutionary arrangement that is more positively  

“inform(ation)al”, associated both with the combination of 
events and with combinatory structures. 
A logic of complexity that would effectively substitute the 
notion of “relative position” with that of “interactive 
disposition”, favoring a new approach to reality (more 
“operative” as opposed to strictly “pragmatic”, more 
“relational” as opposed to “objectual”) that can incorporate 
unheard-of expressions that are transgressive and even 
paradoxical, where nature can combine with the artificial, the 
real with the virtual, the systematic with the differential, the 
synthetic with the expansive.
What major changes would be brought about by this king 
of logic?
The fact that it places an emphasis on developing (complex) 
systems as opposed to designing (refined) objects and those 
evolutionary, plural, changing, irregular systems – or 
processes – reveal a shift from a static and figurative 
conception of space toward a definitively dynamic and 
relational, evolutionary and definitively interactive conception. 
Less linear – and codified – in its developments and in its 
possible manifestations.
The emergence of this shift has left its mark on the past two 
decades: the explorations, anticipations, falterings and 
transitions, definitions and precisions have generated a 
framework for action shared by different avenues of 
investigation that are especially involved with a reinterpretation 
of urban and geographic phenomena. 
These expressions may be rejected or celebrated, challenged 
or defended, but there is no doubt that they are worth 
studying, describing and investigating as evidence of a 
distinctive foundational moment and a certain 
“ideological battle”.
The following book is dedicated to that collective adventure.
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EARLY 20TH CENTURY
Contributions to knowledge

_1895/1900. The birth of cinema
_1900. Sigmund Freud: “The Interpretation of Dreams” 
 A new conception of the individual self
_1900. Max Planck: Energy quanta
_1903. E.S Potter: “The Great Train Robbery”
_1903. Wright brothers: First manned flight
_1905. Albert Einstein: Theory of Relativity
_1906: Henry Ford: Launch of the Model T
_1907: Pablo Picasso: “Les Demoiselles d´Avignon”
_1909: Arnold Schoenberg: First atonal composition
_1910: Vasili Kandinsky: First abstract watercolor

Technological, intellectual, cultural and scientific changes 
_A new functional, objectual and objective or 
 “positional” interpretation of space
_Space-Time Link
_Rational, material and industrial thought

20 to 50 years late
_Changes in architectural and urban thought

Mid 20th century              
_Modern logic
_Rational, abstract, universal

MID 20TH CENTURY
Contributions to knowledge

_1960. Televisions appear in homes 
_1964: Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media / 
 Guy Debord, La société de l’espectacle. 
 New conception of the social being.
_1965. IBM. Development of the computational system   
 based on “windows”
_1961. Murray & Gellmann: Development of quantum 
 physics. Elementary particles.
_1961. Discovery of the structure of DNA
_1963. Edward Lorenz: Chaos Theory
_1969. Jay Forrester: the formulation of System dynamics
_1969. Benoit Mandelbrot: the formulation of Fractal Systems
_1968. Birth of the Internet

Technological, intellectual, cultural and scientific changes
_ A new dynamic, procedural and relational or 
 “dispositional” interpretation of space
_ Space-Time-Information Link
_ Complex, transversal and digital thought

20 to 50 years late 
_ Changes in architectural and urban thought
             
Early 21st century
_ Informational logic 
_ Complex, advanced and/or interactive 
 (Open logic)

TRANSFERS A SHIFT IN LOGIC>
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“Adaptation is the ability to withstand the typical changes in an environment. 
Adaptability is the ability to withstand brand new changes. Adaptation prefers 
certainty in the environment; adaptability responds to uncertainty. 
They are not one and the same. Perhaps the key to understanding biological 
evolution is not the concept of adaptation, but adaptability. (...)
If the uncertainty in an environment increases, an active adaptability can be 
maintained by increasing the system’s capacity for anticipation (improved 
perception, better knowledge, etc.), or increasing its ability to influence its 
immediate environment – i.e., with more mobility (the ability to move to a 
new environment) or more technology (the ability to effect a change in the 
environment). 
If active adaptability fails and the fluctuations in the environment do not 
allow for maintaining a stationary state, the possibility of a new adaptability 
remains. It is called evolution, and it is achieved through the combination of 
pre-existing conditions; prominent strategies include reproduction, symbiosis 
or other types of association. In this case, the equations are clear: an increase in 
uncertainty in the environment requires an increase in the system’s complexity.”
Based on WAGENSBERG, Jorge: “Complejidad contra incertidumbre,” 
El País 1/12/2000

I. Run-Up as Preface 

This book intends to examine – and acknowledge – the birth of a 
new line of architectural thought and a new, still incipient, spatial 
logic: a more open (advanced, transversal, dynamic, interactive, 
or informational) logic involved in a new conception and a new 
approach to space, the city and – ultimately – to the architectural 
order itself and the form associated with it.
Its development has centered on the analysis of a particular 
process of of transition, of genesis and evolution – including 
practices, research, times and scenarios – which has come to 
characterize the past two decades: a “historic” scenario with 
hardly any historical perspective.

1.1. A group of pedestrians in movement. Zaragoza, 1996. Photograph: Adrià Goula
Free movement through space: like in any dynamic process of space-time development, the 
freedom of movement and the exchange of information favor a growing positional irregularity 
in the system. Crowds, cities, constellations, flocks...respond to the open and heterogeneous 
logic characteristic of dynamic systems of non-linear evolution.

Initial Declarations, Ultimate Intentions: 
An Explorative Advance

 1 SURVEYS 
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this complex – i.e., dynamic and simultaneous, mutable and 
irregular, interactive and informational – dimension of our 
environment, based on a new operative and instrumental approach 
intended to celebrate diversity and complexity, as opposed to 
resolving it. The important leap of scale experienced by cities and 
territories in this last turn of the century and the important 
mutations derived from them - but also the theoretical and 
operative understanding (through digital computing) of their 
inherent interactive (informational) condition - have made us 
especially conscious of the complex and dynamic, unstable and 
multiple nature of the new scenarios and processes linked to them.

In an initial period of research, certain pioneering experiences 
recognized a virtual field for investigation in the manifestation of this 
new complex “multicity”, in its mechanisms and trajectories, in its 
movements of folding, refolding and unfolding, in its dynamics of 
agglomeration, interconnection and expansion – in its growth, its 
networks, its voids – to serve as the foundation for an exploration 
and the approach to a new instrumental device capable of ensuring 
possible trans-scalar links between local contexts and global 
scenarios. 
That exploration implied an ambitious overcoming of the spluttering 
postmodern pretext and all of its revisionist rhetorical 
paraphernalia, but also it also involved moving beyond a possible 
permanence of a hypothetical neo-modern order, toward its 
replacement by an authentic “change in course” in design culture 
and contemporary thought associated with what could be called a 
“complex logic”, an “advanced logic” or an “informational logic”, 
which – beyond absolute and unitary classical space or relativized 
and fragmented modern space – proposed a new type of 
contemporary, multiple and multiplied space that is combined and 
related in and through an endless series of evolving layers in 
mutual interaction. 
A definitively complex, dynamic and interactive space.

The true paradigm shift we are seeing today is rooted in this 
triple complex, dynamic and interactive assumption of space.

Its aim is to synthesize different approaches and reflections 
expressed throughout the years on different fronts into a single 
corpus of debate and to review the different pioneering attempts 
that have emerged during this particular moment of transition.
The purpose of this book is to establish a possible framework for 
interpreting the contemporary design scenario, putting forward a 
new theoretical construction – that is both rigorous and 
intentioned at the same time – with the aim of connecting different 
lines of action, which coincide but have not been provided with an 
adequate global interpretation.
The main premise defended here is, essentially, the emergence of 
a new type of thought – a new operative logic – over the past 
twenty years, associated with the progressive digital 
(informational) capacity to manage, process, program, exchange 
and synthesize information: a new territory for research and a new 
shared “mental map” implicated in a more open, more dynamic 
and irregular conception and organization of space and in a new 
architectural logic..
A new logic based on a more effective, less prejudiced and 
relational formulation of information (understood in the broadest 
sense as an active vector of exchange – not just as “data” or 
“datification”, but as a message, a stimulus and/or a 
dynamic demand).

A new informational logic related with the own digital 
revolution and the progressive understanding of the dynamic 
systems and open (irregular) structures that define our 
environment, called upon to combine multiple events and 
heterogeneous processes in multiple fields of interaction, 
action and vibration.

This suggests a positive assimilation of the conditions of 
contemporary reality, its heterogeneity and capacity for change, 
the indiscipline of the phenomena that define it and the variation of 
different multi-scalar processes ingrained in it. Therefore, it also 
refers to the need for conceiving new kinds of devices (structures, 
orders, organizations, systems, etc.) to be used in approaching 
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A change called on to orientate and to celebrate complexity (i.e., 
the capacity to combine simultaneous layers of information) in new 
conditions that are less prearranged or prefigured, and which are 
capable of favoring a greater degree of interaction (i.e., a greater 
degree of variation and exchange) between information and events, 
now not as merely “additive” episodes but as (inter)active stimuli 
intended to combine a global system with local information.  
Where any increase in the level of exchange of information in a 
system implies a potential situation of “latent change”, then working 
with this contemporary evolutionary and interactive condition of 
complexity should encourage taking up a new, more open – i.e., 
not closed off, but also not predetermined – conception of the 
dynamic processes and systems associated with it.
A conception that can be active and reactive at the same time,1 
capable of connecting and relating positively with the conditions of 
the environment, the surroundings and reality as a whole.
Not just in order to assimilate them – to simply fluctuate with them 
or to better adapt to their impulses – but to confront them and 
reformulate them qualitatively, making the most of their particular – 
and diversified – potential. 
It is in this sense that we are interested in analyzing this new 
connection between the contemporary approach to space and a 
possible open formulation of the notion of complexity, understood 
as it is presented in the text by Jorge Wagensberg that precedes 
these lines: as an evolutionary vector that is global and local, 
reactive and interactive at the same time.

Energy flows Energy storage Reproducing life cycle 
and energy flow

The many folds cycles of 
life coupled to energy flow

1.2. Diagrams of energy flows and exchanges during entropic development
A linear energy vector represents an input of information and energy.  
An initial twist is multiplied and/or distorted exponentially as new exchanges are produced.
(in MAE-WAN HO: “The New Age of the Organism” in Architectural Design n. 9/10, vol 67, 1997).

1.3. Experiments in Unstable Chaotic Typology
In a bed of apparently stable viscous paint there are two darker stains, regular and inert. 
The addition of dynamic energy stirs both substances together, creating – and multiplying 
– processes of exchange that result in more irregular formations, arising from the mutual 
interaction between the initial medium and incidental information.
(in James GLEICK, Chaos: Making a New Science, ed. Viking Press, New York, 1988).
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II. Order and Form: Equivocal Terms

In most dynamic and informational systems of complex and 
irregular definition, their movements and trajectories tend to 
evolve unlimitedly and spontaneously in conditions of free 
development and expansion.
However, despite the apparent lack of formal discipline in their 
multiple evolutions and bypasses, they tend to adhere to basic 
nuclear criteria – “horizons of certainty” – that underlie those 
processes: flexible patterns that are capable of inducing 
movements, adhering to nuclear “instructions” that adapt, 
modify, change, transform and evolve as they react “in” and “to” 
the medium. 
These kinds of situations – involving an “entropic leap” between 
information and organization, between individual events and 
global configurations – are interesting because we can 
recognize basic operative patterns and multiple contingent 
variations in the shifting trajectories of any evolving system: 
plural spatial trajectories are generated through direct 
relationships between local situations (conditions and 
information) and global organizations (instructions 
and dispositions).
Effectively underlying this type of questions, we find the slippery 
notions of form and order.
Whereas a large portion of the critical discourse for a significant 
part the past half century was important, at the time, for the 
emphasis it placed on those terms (conceived secularly as 
principles that were “guarantors” of coherent, unambiguous or 
stabilized architectural space), today both concepts appear to 
conflict with the conditions of a stubbornly undisciplined 
environment that appears to constantly contradict their old 
watchful, regulatory and/or figurative attributes. 
Nevertheless, those terms – which have been particularly sullied 
over the past two decades2 – should be understood here not 
just as “linguistic codes” but as notions that are necessarily 
implicit in any theoretical approach that refers to systems for the 
organization and formulation of space (which are the focus 
of this text). 

Gas trees (turbulences moving freely through space) and a “trained” tree
The effort toward controlling and predetermining – conforming and pre-forming – processes 
according to stable, fixed (and prearranged) models ends up “exploding” (into freer and more 
spontaneous conditions for the occupation of space), leading to irregular, dynamic and non-linear 
processes of space-time expansion.
1.4. Turbulent gas tree (J. BRIGGS: Fractals: The Patterns of Chaos, ed. Thames & Hudson, 
London, 1992).
1.5. A “trained” tree (in Arch + n. 119-120, 1993).
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However, in contrast to the usual compositional analyses, 
this investigation does not refer to form as an object and a 
figurative – typological or semantic – objective, but rather to 
“form” as “formation” or, better yet, “formulation”, i.e., as a 
“dynamic trajectory” resulting from a process that is virtually 
evolving and variable in space.

In this sense, we will explore a more “unstable” – or virtually 
unstable, i.e., incomplete – interpretation of the idea of form:          
a more informal form, in that it is informational, which we have 
called extraverted because of its open, restless and             
engaged nature.
A form that, extending beyond itself, could explain and specify 
the processes, movements and situations that would demand 
and foster it, favoring the expression of multi-scalar, global and 
local connections and interactions “with” and “beyond” the host 
environments where it would be found and “with” and “between” 
the different particular events that would serve to determine it. 
We are interested in delving into the open – “unfinished” in that 
it is “externalized” and “relational” – character of contemporary 
form, as well as its “predisposition” to expressing itself in a more 
elegant and liberated way, i.e., more directly and un-subjected.3 
Intimately associated with this type of approach, we will observe 
a new, more elastic – or permeable – idea of order linked to the 
nature of non-linear dynamical systems. 
A more disordered order, understood as a “flexible agency”, i.e., 
a contract or an evolutionary apparatus, rather than as a strict 
control mechanism. 
A more paradoxically undisciplined order (because it is 
determined and indeterminate, oriented and fluctuating, precise 
and diffuse, “singular” and “plural” at the same time), which we 
will also call (in relation to different approaches) informal and/or 
informational4 (because of its link to a new, more irregular and 
heterogeneous understanding of space – and time – involving 
the interchange, influence and interaction of information.1.6. Breaking with categories: the topological transformation of a cube into a sphere

Agnes HEGEDÜS: The Virtual Print Machine, Center for Art & Media, Karlsruhe, 1994 (in 
Architectural Design n. 11/12, 1994).
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III. Open Logics

Many current cultural preoccupations, in fact, tie in with these 
considerations, which in turn would suggest interconnections 
between different areas of knowledge (from mathematics to 
biology, from genetics to physics) that are directly implicated in the 
“comprehension” and “compression” of a new type of open order 
(that is more interactive and infrastructural, but also more 
indeterminate and informal) and the phenomena that are 
associated with it. Technological advances related to digital and 
informational processing; dynamic systems theories and their 
application to new spatial structures; fractal geometry and its 
influence on a recursive and topological definition of form (as well 
as its implications for a new “digital genetics”); the awareness of 
interactive processes and their effect on the environment; the 
analysis of evolutionary behaviors and its application in the 
approach of (nonlinear) self-organized structures, etc.; all of them 
would be some examples of cross-cutting visions that would bring 
together the interests of space-related disciplines and, of course, 
architecture among them.
Indeed, these dynamics involving times, spaces and scales 
ultimately refer to a new understanding of medium – setting, place, 
context, etc. – and space in general as an “environment” or an 
open, dynamic, multiple and multi-scalar “field” of forces, as 
opposed to a merely physical or figurative “milieu” or “context”.
As such, these dynamics call for a new holistic definition of the 
approach to space as a dispositional action, which is active and 
reactive, as opposed to a simple compositional response: a 
dynamic and dynamizing ability capable of reacting to a place and 
eliciting a reaction to a time.
With the ability to combine generic (abstract, global) logics and 
specific (concrete, local) conditions.
In other words, “scalar leaps” between general criteria and 
particular solicitations. Strategic and tactical movements. Reactive 
and operative.
–Strategic for its ability to associate actions and movements with 
comprehensive processes and systems.

–Tactical for its ability to adapt the general to the concrete, 
processing and synthesizing different – simultaneous and 
synchronized – information and demands in conjunction with the 
action performed.
–Operative for its ability to trigger operations “in” a place: 
adjusting and adapting, concentrating and expanding programs, 
structures and events. 
Rather than “regenerating” (completing) or “transforming” 
(redefining) the medium or the given reality, it would be a 
question of reacting and “resonating” with them to reinform
them (to restructure them, to reactivate them) transcending their 
inertias based on an assimilation of their dynamics: multiplying 
the implicit relationships of exchange; recognizing, selecting and 
processing the most relevant and significant (i.e., potentially 
operative) information; but also promoting (encouraging) 
developing (generating) and combining (programming) real and 
virtually “dynamic” trajectories all at the same time. 
These approaches will ultimately refer to a new understanding of 
the city and contemporary urban organizations – their 
“movements”, their changes, their points of tension and their 
“behaviors” – fostering an active approach to the space-time 
structures that depend on them, as well as a new and 
hypothetical ability in design to “adapt” or to “adjust” to these 
definitively “open” processes – because they are dynamic and 
characterized by a high degree of underlying plural 
indetermination, but also due to their progressively diffuse 
(“unfinished”) configuration and the high level of interaction 
present on all levels.

Following page: As the capacity for (and freedom of) movement and exchanges in space 
increases – and therefore the capacity for occupation – the archaic compact form of 
cities is fractalized following recursive patterns associated with dynamic and irregular 
structures
1.7. Simulation of the growth process in Berlin from the 17th century until the end of the 
20th, according to studies by Hernán Makse, Shlomo Havlin and H. Eugene Stanley (Boston 
University) (in Nature 377, 608-612, 1995).
1.8. Fractal density distribution and its assimilation to Berlin’s meta-urban structure (in Arch+ 
nº 121, 1994).
1.9. Diagrammatic trajectories as urban “epitomes”. Recursiveness between a profile of urban 
accumulation and a combinatory development diagram.
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IV. Transfers

The contemporary city appeared initially as the most evident 
manifestation of the progressive ddynamic and informational 
condition of our environment, which lay beneath its complex and 
irregular nature. 
It is not surprising, then, that the conceptual transformation of 
contemporary design would tend – during the initial period of 
trials and research that what we intend to cover in this text, with 
the decade of the 1990s as a pioneering moment – to be 
oriented toward the investigation of relationship mechanisms that 
might “resonate” strategically with (rather than “evoke” or 
“reproduce”) the processes that have come to structure the new 
“multi-polis” today, in order not only to assimilate them but to 
reinterpret them instrumentally. 
Forcing design to move beyond a reading that is sometimes 
excessively focused on circumstances in order to connect with 
the open processes of the city, which have their own complexity 
and scalar transversality, as the most immediate manifestation of 
a new more complex and more dynamic spatial conception, 
which would attempt to address urban configurations 
themselves, associating them with new design mechanisms.

Promoting a possible understanding of the project as a “local 
map” of the “global scenario”. 
The project would appear thus – in certain especially 
paradigmatic cases during this initial moment of transversal 
explorations – as an “a-scalar” synthesis of an ultimately 
“multi-scalar” city.

An epitome – an “extract”, a “synthesis” – of its own 
developmental dynamics; but also a transfer: a glocal (global and 
local) energy exchange, in synergy with the place but also 
capable of shifting it toward other scenarios “beyond” the limits 
defined by the context, in a “scalar leap” between highly 
significant systems and subsystems in process.
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V. Protologic and Protomoment

The experience of this potential connection between design and 
the contemporary city, as well as between dynamical systems 
and the irregular structures associated with them, allows for 
proposing a possible map of virtual relationships associated 
with this open, transversal and interactive informational logic, 
which we intend to acknowledge as the explicit manifestation of 
a new proactive thought.
Paradoxically, it is in this “leap” – which refers to and resists a 
certain time, and is critical (faced with the typical scenarios of 
inertia, conflict and routine fostered by the city itself) and 
positive (faced with a dynamic potential) – where we observe 
some of the most explicit attempts at disciplinary investigation 
and renewal. 

Proposals that attempted to try out and bring to life, 
for the first time, new approaches intended to connect 
the organization of space with a new, more complex 
understanding of the global cultural and technological 
framework.

The work presented in this book intends to address this 
particular moment of inquiry, intuition and transition, which 
emerged specifically during the last two decades (i.e., at the turn 
of the century) with the awareness that this moment would 
constitute  – and still represents today – a “state of flux” or 
transition between the final remnants and reformulations of 
modernity and the most vehement manifestations of what we 
present here as a “new logic” – one that is more operative and 
more advanced. 
This logic is not only architectural; it is transarchitectural,5 

connected with the development of new digital technologies           
for processing, transforming and exchanging information and, 
as such, based on the assumption of a space-time-
information related with what has come to be known as the 
“digital universe.”6

Research in recent years has stood out for a more advanced current focused on 
“crumpling” essentialist – and reticulated – modern space and transferring it into new 
structures and geometries that are more flowing, elastic and irregular
1.10. Le Corbusier: Domino House. 
1.11 and 1.12. Rem KOOLHAAS, OMA. Manipulation and folding. Jussieu Library, Paris, 1995.
1.13. Spatial deployment of the plans. SORIANO-PALACIOS. El Aguila, Madrid, 1995.
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Fluctuant spaces with dynamic configurations
1.14. UN Studio: Yokohama Terminal, 1995. 
1.15. NOX-Kaas Osterhuis: H20. Pavilion, Neeltjejans, 1997 (Quaderns n. 218, 1999).
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In effect, technological advances have not only let us (re)
produce processes and simulate development, faster every day; 
they also let us animate structures, generate conditions and 
interactions, propose trajectories and design increasingly 
complex configurations in “synthetic” ensembles that are not 
always harmonic, stable and cohesive. 
The digital world seems to animate – in an incipient phase – an 
informational space full of possibilities that are still in an 
emergent form; a space that is more open to systems – or 
devices – that are capable of interacting and reacting, 
resonating and connecting with reality, acting and transforming 
in it, with it and beyond it at the same time. 
This suggests a new period in architecture, which will probably 
imply new technical, cultural and spatial concepts that have only 
been intuited up to this point as anticipated “potentials”.
During the pioneering moment of transition we are focused on 
here, these “potentials” are proposed from what Federico 
Soriano so aptly called “the folds of the modern movement”7: 
the final “twistings” (or “wringings”) of static structures – and 
logics – whose dynamic deformations would allow for 
(expressively) anticipating a whole series of ongoing 
investigations (interrupted for years by neo-traditionalist 
reconsiderations), that allude at the same time to a progressive 
dissolution of old established volumes and the geometries 
associated with them. 

In that sense, this text can be understood as a kind of history 
book with hardly any historical perspective: the history of a 
process – and an adventure – that is still taking place.

It is founded on issues of perception and representation, 
geometry and structure, configuration and organization, and on 
their hypothetical relationship to the new concepts that would 
constitute a more variable and evolving vision and understanding 
of our own reality. 
But also on their relationship with what is proposed as a less 
prejudiced, more uninhibited attitude – a more expansive and 

extraverted approach, which is implicit in its manifestations.
Because that is fundamentally what we are addressing: the 
intuition and materialization of a “protologic” (associated with a 
“protomoment”) inherent in a situation of latent change, 
expressed – as has been noted by Aaron Betsky and Manuel de 
Landa 8  – in an architecture that is more “advanced”, to the 
extent that it is more “dynamic”, “dynamizing”, “anticipated” and 
“anticipatory” at the same time: 

“If in many mythologies ironworkers – blacksmiths and iron forgers – were the 
forerunners of architecture, perhaps it is because architecture, like iron, has this ability to 
find the moment in time when the material reaches a change in state and it has many and 
diverse possibilities within its reach, and it stretches and pushes them until they become 
fixed in a moment of strength, beauty and action...”

1– “Beyond the ‘topological stage’, the ‘projective stage’, and the ‘Euclidean stage’, the ‘reactive 
stage’ situates the individual in a clear consciousness of the reality in which he is developing and 
in where, without scholarly or instructive stances, he begins a new and fascinating journey of 
experimentation and searching. The individual goes about taking apart everything he has learned. 
He acts without complexes, without preconceptions. Attentive, curious, restless and direct, he is 
fascinated, returning to the question of why things are the way they are.” See SÁNCHEZ, Ana: “La 
importancia del conocimiento,” in V.V.A.A: Entorno. Sobre el espacio y el arte, ed. Complutense, 
Madrid 1995). 
See also, GAUSA, Manuel: “New Reactive Architecture: Proneist Frame,” Quaderns no. 219, 1998 pg. 5.

2– All of the liturgy on anti-, neo- and postmodern “architectural form” and “urban form”, for example.

3– To use the term coined by José MORALES in “Adiós a la Metáfora”. 
See V.V.A.A, Otra Mirada, ed. GG, Barcelona 2011. 

4– See BALMOND, Cecil: “The New Structure and the Informal” in A.D. no. 9/10 vol. 67, Sept-Oct 
1997; and “New structure und das Informelle” in Arch+, no. 139-140, 1997-98, pg. 128 and “La 
nueva estructura y lo informal” in Quaderns no. 222, 1999, pg. 38. On the relationship between 
“form + information”, see also CASTELLS, Manuel: The Informational City, ed. Basil Blackwell, 
Oxford 1989 and THOM, René: Structural Stability and Morphogenesis, ed. W.A. Benjamin, 
Reading 1975.

5– To use the term coined by Michel Vienne in his “trans-architectures” exhibitions (1, 2 and 3); 
these paradigms became evident in the “Premières Rencontres Internationales d’Architecture 
d’Orléans. ARCHILAB 1,” organized by Marie-Ange BRAYER and Fréderic MIGAYROU. Orléans, 
April-May 1999 (see the catalog published by Archilab, Orléans 1999, under the same title).

6– “A new digital, post-industrial, information society or telematic society is the explicit 
confirmation of this profound change, which some predict as the end of history, the end of social 
phenomena, or the end of modernity, and others accept by investigating the consequences of the 
crisis or the redefinition of the modern project – and modern space. See LLEÓ, Blanca: Sueño de 
habitar, ed. Caja de Arquitectos, Barcelona 1998.

7– See SORIANO, Federico: “Planta fluctuante” in Fisuras no. 31/ 3, pg. 64/ 65.

8– The quote is a paraphrase of Aaron Betsky citing Manuel de Landa.
See BETSKY, Aaron: “Landscape and the Architecture of the Self” in Quaderns no. 220, 1999, pg. 28.


